In this paper, based on these general characteristics of AMR, we will briefly review the morphological characteristics of AMR observed in liver transplantation, the evidence of antigen-antibody reaction by complement system in liver, and the role of AMR in chronic graft survival in liver transplantation. Irrespective of applicability in practice and some limitation in study, scoring system (aAMR score) is expected to be an objective histologic criterion for AMR diagnosis. (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . In an earlier study of C4d in liver, c4d was intended to discriminate between ACR and viral hepatitis, and AMR was not the subject of discussion (11) (12) (13) . A reason for the inconsistency of the study results is that the size of the individual study population is not so large, the antibody test method and the ac- (19) . "cAMR score" was based on the six parameters including HCV status, lobular inflammation, interface hepatitis, portal collagenation, portal venopathy, and subsinusoidal fibrosis and value more than 27.5 predicted 50% 10-year survival with 80% specificity and sensitivity (19) . This scoring system was designed to predict to graft failure in DSA positive patients, but it can be applied for DSA negative patients considering that composing histologic parameters are common findings also in DSA negative groups.
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CONCLUSION
AMR is a very rare event in liver transplantation, but several emerging evidences suggested that AMR can have some histologic characteristics to make a confirmatory diagnosis in highly suspected patients and some histologic parameters in the graft biopsy of a DSA positive patient can predict the graft survival.
